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Introduction. 
The name Hi-Y, originated by the Y .M .a.A. (l) and 
apparently accepted -by the high schools of our country, 
implies a bond between· the so hool and t re Y .M. C.A·. The 
name has almost become legal tender in our high schools 
and in many oases those who belong to these oluba are 
permitted to use school time for their meetings, a man 
who is paid by the school is their sponsor, and school 
property is used in promoting financial gain with which 
to meet local expenses and contribute to the support of 
the State Department of the Y .M. C.A. In 1889 -at Chapman, 
Kansas the Y.M.C.Ai. established its first permanent 
contact with a hi.gh school group. (l} Since that tim~ the 
Asaocia ti on has been a ttenpting through its staff to 
establish a functioning club in every Junior and Senior 
high sc:OOol in Kansas and
1 
other states as well. 
Since -there is a rat h9r extensive list of extra-
curricular activities in both large and small high schools 
the questio:n naturally arises about Hi-Y, as about other 
activities, regarding its value. The value of any club 
being baaed upon its program of activities, it is the purpose 
of this study to present a summary of the activities fostered 
by the Hi-Y olubs of Kansas during the years 1926- 1 28. 
( l) Hi--Y Manual, 1927-' 28 Revision 
Published by the State Y.M.O.A.. of Kansas 
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Chapter I. 
Related Stuidiea and- Literature. 
A Study :by .Rice E. Brown,(l)including 22 cities of 
Kansas, one of Colorado, and one of Oklahoma, with 
enrollments ranging from 270 to 2036 showed the following 
~endenoies in Hi-Y work in 1923. 
Table 3, page 9 smws that 26% is the median 
percentage of boys in schools_ who were members of Hi-Y. 
Page 10 - "In a· study of the ta·J;>le it will be 
noticed tlat the median percent for the Y.w.o • .A. is 
nearly twice that of the Hi-Y club. This would tend 
to· indicate that the girls are far ahead of the boys 
in the various high schools in the interest srt>wn for 
the support of their or gani zat ion. 11 
Table 4, page 11 smws that 52.3 percent of advisers 
of Hi-Y clubs are appointed by the principal and that in 
27.S percent of all clubs tha. members select their adviser 
with the consent of the principal. 
Table 5, page 12 sh::> we that 100~ of Hi-Y. advisers gave 
their service without additional pay. 
Tl\ble 6, page 14, shows that science positions furnish 
more Hi~Y sponsors than any other teaching position, with 
the principal a hip second, and t lat no sponsor was rated 
'poor' in classroom work by his superior officer. On page 
l 7 , Mr. Brown says, 
•Eight of the 21 advise1s for the Hi-Y clubs were rated aa •medium• and one as 'poor (rated as advisers on success 
with club),. indioa ting that it is rat her difficult to secure 
the right kind of advi.sers for this activity. 11 
(1) Rice E. Brown, "A study of some s?h?l~sti? an~ 
financial feature a of student aoti v1t1es in high . 
scoool," Master's The sis, University of Kansas ,1923. . . 
page 3. 
Table 7, page 16 einws a positive relationship 
between the. number of years of service as adviser and a 
favorable rating as an adviser. 
A questionnaire study bY Lawrence L. Thompson ( l) 
yielded data on a~ of the 534 schools in· third class cities 
of Kansas. Twenty three schools or, 21 4/o of those ·reporting 
indica:t ed that they had Hi-Y clubs. Of this number two 
schools gave school credi .t for Hi-Y work and one school 
made· it compulsory for all boys to attend Hi-Y. 
A questionnaire study of Hi-Y work by J .J. Fbreater ( ~ 
in eluded 115 cities in all parts of the United States. A 
summary of his findings follows:: 
I. Advisory Group -
1. Is the a:c;lvisory group very active ? Yes __!_9_ 
a. Number of times per month advisory group meets 
Once __j_'!_ Twice-~- Three · 2 Fbur 6 
II.Hi-Y Club -
l. Number of Hi-Y groups in school 
One . 91 Two 14 T bree 5 . Four-~ a. Number Of boys Tn each· group --
Ten _ _L Fifteen _24 Twenty __ ~ Thirty 34 
3. P-lace of meeting · . 
School 54 Church 16 Y.M.C.A. ,55 Other 6 
4. Time of meeting - - · -
School hours 32 After acmol hours-~ 
5 •. Length o·f meeting 
Half hour 25 One hour 63 Two hours _E.5_ 
6. Number of meetings per week 
One 107 
( 1) Lawrence. L •. T tompaon, "The present status of student 
activities in the high schools of third class cities 
of Kansas.• Master's Theais,Univeraity of Kansas, 1926. 
( 2) Summary of study obtained by wri1;,ing to J .J. Forest er, 
Fopular Bl uffe, Missouri. 
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II-A~. Membership ... 
(The number following eaoh qµeation indicates the 
number of positive ans:wers: to that question.) 
1. Is: membership open to all high school boys who 
subaoribe to the Hi-Y purpose ? 86 
~. Is membership reatrioted to members of Y.M.O • .Al.? _Q_ 
3. Is membership restricted to. particular religious 
creeds'. ? 5 
'· Is msnbership restricted to 11th and 12th grade 
·· b:>ys: ? 3-m 
5. Are 10th gradeb'Oys eligible for membership ? 85 
6. A~e 9th grade boys eligible for membership ? 47 
7. Is there a junior high scl:x:>ol Hi-Yin your city?~-a. Are prospective members balloted upon for admission ? . 80 
9. Is membership determined by invitation ? 65 
II-B. Rital -
l. Do you use an induction rital ? 86 
lI-0. Inner Circle, Dynamic Group, or Cabinet. 
1. Have you one of the alx>ve in your club ? 
2 •. Time of meeting of this group 
a. Directly before the regmilar meeting 
b. A.t another time. during the week 
3. What is its function and program ? 
84 Does it secure speakers for school 
assemblies f 34 
b. Ib es it plan cart1Pai gn s 
among boys of sclx>ol 
for better condi tiona 
such as ab:> lie hing 
cribbing, etc. ? 
o. Do es it organiz~e Bible study 
II ... n--. Comrrd. tt ee s ~ 
1. What comrui ttees do 
a. Executive 
b. Bible study 
o. Service 
d. Men bership 
e. B'ro gram· 







groups ?. -~ 
II-E. Program - Do boys assume reeponei bili ty of :: 
1. Physical lh•ojects - \ 
~. Oo~clling athletics for younger boys groups such 
as ~y Gcout s , et c. ? 22· · 
· b. Refereeing, umpiring, scoring, and otherwise 
officiating at and conducting athletics for 
the younger boys ? 38 
o. Teaching other boys to swim ? 37 
d •. Leading Eoy S.cout patrols or troupe as 
.1.asi st ant Soout Masters ? 34 
e. Serving as camp 1 eaders for Y .M. a.A., 
etc. ? 54 
f. Assisting in playground leadership during 
the summer ? . 19 
g. Helpin~ develop ~ vacant lot into a baaeball 
dUunotrd or tennis· court for the uee1Qt ooys in the neighoorhoou-1 .6 . 
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II ... E. 
l. h. Conducting outings for younger boys ? 41 __ 
i. Helping promote a 'Keeping Fit 1 · canpai gn 
in the school ? _. __ a__ 
a. Educational Projects -
3. 
a. Tutoring backward.students: ? 
b. Encouraging boys to remain at sohool 
through a 'atick-to.-school 1 campaign 
a. Prorroting a lecture or entertainment 
_.J:l_ 
58 
course in the school ? ao 
d. Teaching English to foreigners ? ---y-
e. Forming and leading reading groups among 
high school pupils ? 4 
f. Organizing and coaching debating teams· ? 6 
g. Conducting camera activities of school 
life? _9~-
h. Conducting observation trips to factories? 2_4 ___ 
i. Running stereoptican or moving picture 
machines in the school ? 
j. Helping conduct campaigns for cooperation 
in o l:ooaing a life work ? 
Sboial P.roj ect s -
23 
88 
a. Rrovidin_g music for hospitals, old people's. 
homes, etc. ? 10 
b. Conducting entertainments for all groups 
of boys and at various places in the 
community ? 27 
c. Serving refreshments at school fllilmotions ? 30 
d. Organizing, directing, and participating in 
social activities for unfortunate boys in 
the school and community ? 
e. Conducting clubs for yotm.ger boys ? 
f. Entertaining working boys who are away 
from home ? 
General Projects -
a. Promoting community sanitation by special 
campaign ? 
b. Raising money for Red Cross, Community 
21 
_fl__ 
Fll.nd, etc. ? 54 
c. Prorrot ~ng thrift oampai gns among high school 
l:x:> ye ? 33 _ 
d. Providing Thanksgiving and Christmas dinners 
for the poor in the omnmuni ty ? ~ 
e. Reading to blind and aged persons ? J_ 
f. Equipping rooms for employed boys ? i 
g. Substituting at work for boys who are ill ? _1_5_ 
h. Planning and promoting Father-Son or Mother-
Sbn banquet a ? _a.§_ 
i. Helping in proper observance of Mothers' Day?5L_ 
j. Helping find employment for other boys ? .e.a__ 
k. Bettering social relationships ? ~ 
5. Q~estions for the discussion period -
(Topics which have been discussed i11 your olu b) 
a. School 
Q}Deat ing. 102 
8--0bool 143 
99 
Clean Athletics 111 Cutting 
Fraternities 32 School Loyalty 
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II-E. 5. 
b. P-er eon al 
Chums 61 Thrift 78 Life Ideals 103 
Leadership _ 98 service 97 
o. Religious 
What i a God ? 46 Immortaligy ~-
Science and Religion 4:4 What i e the Bible 
and where did it cane from-~ Prayer-~ 
d. Bational 
Ideal Cbriatian Democracy 37 a.elation of 
United States to other nations 63· 
Christian's, duties to Right ,.and Wrongs of 
world . 59.. Relations of ~igh school boys:, 
to foreigners in school 50 How can war 
be prevented---~§__ 
e. By woom are dieouesions generally led ? 
Pre&ident of the club 30 Member of the 
club 62 Hi-Y Sponsor 67 Outside Speaker 
78. 
II-F. Miscellaneous -
l. How many private dances do you ha~·e each year ? 
One 5 Two 10 Three _L__ 
Where held f 
Homes of members 7 Clubs 5 a. Are you testing results of your----w-o-rk ? How ? 
Character growth tests 24 
Record of activities 57 
3. Difficulties encountered in· work 
Securing school cooperation -~ . 
Securing cooperation of the oamn.unity 16 
Getting boys to work on committees 41 
S-ecuring adult leadership 49 
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E • E • Al t.i ck , Hi gh School Seer e.,t a·  ry for t , y 11 c A.· t ne • m.. ..,,:\. a 
W!i.chita made a study -of pra~tic~s,"in Junior High Schoof Hi-Y 
work. ( 1) I have been unable t·~·' learn the limits of the. study 
and hO\V many cities were included. 
listed below. 
some of his findings are 
1. More than 50% of the Junior Hi-Y clubs held their 
meetings during school hours. 
a. When seventh grade boys were included in the club 
their number was never permitted to eqµal or exceed the 
number of eighth and ninth grade boys. Seventh grade boys 
were rrade members of Junior Hi-Y clubs only when it was 
thought they possessed ability that could be used in 
promoting the interest a of the club. 
3. In the larg;er cities:~ three plans were used in 
organizing Junior Bi-Y groups. 
a. Most clubs were organized according to school 
olassification.(Severith grade, Eighth grade, Ninth Grade.) 
b. A few J'UI))ior Hi-Y clubs were formed within 
Home Room groups. 
o. In a few oases neighborhood "gangs"· were 
organiz-,ed into Junior Bi-Y clubs. 
4.Simple, impressive and short rituals were helpful 
and us-eful. .Their purpose was largely informational and 
inst:ruct ional. 
5. Activity in Junior Hi-Y seemed to increase a boy's 
interest and loyalty to hie sunday school and church program. 
6. Where clubs were cr.nsidered successful a detailed 
recreational program was not m:ecesaary to maintain inte.rest • 
(l) The Brown Bulletin, February 1927. 
PU bl i shed by the Sat ion al Counci 1 of the Y .M • 0 .A\. 
347 Madi son Ave., »ew York City• 
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7. Most Junior Hi-Y clubs are· sponsored by school men. 
some clubs are sponsored by older boys from the Senior Hi-Y 
and a few clubs in larger cities are sponsored by Y.M.C.k. 
men. School men have suggested t bat too intensive a 
program should not be attempted because boys at this age 
-must not be crowded or given too much responsibility. 
i:S. Discussions of the problems of the boys and within 
·the limit a of their experience was helpful. These meet inga 
should not be longer than forty-five min ut ea. Out side 
speakers should be brought in only occasionally. 
page 9. 
In the 'follo:W.Lng quo ta ti on { 1) Glenn J.ackson, a 
national secretary. of the Y.M.C.A. assigned to high school 
work, has discussed the viewpoint of the Y.~.c.A. as to 
what acti vi ti.~s should be promoted by the Hi-Y clubs. 
"The Hi-Y is not a group orgaui.zed to conduct a 
set of act iv iti es, eervi ce programs, and the like. 
Any Hi-Y club which has made as its primary function 
or objective the issuing of handbooks,,assisting in 
school disciplinary pro bl.ems, conducting assembly 
periods, staging definite campaigns on sportsmanship, 
honesty, health habits, etc., had not, th9r9fore, 
necessarlly been perferming"'it;s prirmary ~notion. 
These are a11· necessary and valuable. Rather the 
Hi-Y ie an idea, a point of view and a metl::od. None of 
these have been taken over as yet by the ecr.ool blubs, 
home room organizations, or student counci le as at . 
present constituted. It is clean then that those Hi-Y 
clubs which have been majoring on activities like the 
above might now relinq uiah their po sit ion so that the 
sc:tool may in far better and thorough going fashion 
do that whi oh the Hi-Y could rut imperfectly. There 
yet remains for those Hi-Y clubs which see its value 
certain functions which probably never can be wie'ely 
taken over by the school, itself, and certain service 
for which the schools will always have sharp need and 
will .welcome either Bi-Y club ro some other organ-
ization with the same idea, method, and point of vlew. 
The following then are listed as some of the elements 
which are a part of this idea. · 
1) To provide the Christian Viewpoint - True and 
sound education.always provides for as many viewpoints 
as are sufficiently worthy to receive consideraticn. 
Certainly then a viewpoint that has the· support of the 
majority of religious groups in the world and which is 
commonly accepted as the vievvpoint of our o~n country 
is worthy of consideration by public schools. The Hi-Y 
can i.n their Hi-Y club learn wbat are those disti.nct 
attitudes will. ch we may call Christian and which at the 
present time seem to promise most fruitfulness. 
2)) To demonstrate, experiment and lead out in 
certain special fields - The Hi-Y has like all 
independent movements pioneered in many fiel~s· .. which 
later institutionf?._,. working more slowly, take up as their~ 
own. · Such fields ;,c:t,s courtesies to freshmen, the 
finding of employment, f ellowehipe, di acuesional 
met hods, etc., have in t'iim es past been introduced by 
the Hi-Y, later to have been accepted by the scmol 
it eel f. 
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3) To train independent men - No eJll:>hasie in 
education and among thinking men is more apparent 
to day t ban that of the n ec es e it y of er eat iv e men 
doing creative thinking. Small groups of high scmol 
boys drawn toget ber in a fellows hip are able to "cio 
this sort of creative work. 
4) To integrate school with otrer life relationships 
just as the Parent-Teachers Association has been· found 
to be a valuable instrument for linking up the interests 
·of the school with the interests of the parents so the 
Hi-Y club stands in a peculiarly strategic position in 
relating the boy more adequately not only to his school 
but ·through the same fellows hipto his church, to hie 
home . to hie later university life, etc. 
5f To supplement t be school's socializing program-
T here is probably a desire to fellowship in a little 
group of its own makipg which will never be qui t·e 
adequately served through the ordinary school clubs. 
Hi-Y in other words, takes this gregarious instinct 
and sets it to work for purposeful ends. 
The ifbOve five fun ct ions probably hold true in all 
high schools, no matter how complete the organization 
of their extra-c·urricular acti vit iea. There must be 
added to this· group the additional functions which fall 
to the lot of a thoughtfully formed Hi-Y club in schools 
where the extra-~1rri cular program is, as yet, qpit e 
incomplete. In these schools, there will .fall to its 
lot quite an assortment of service activities. These 
are proper and give the club a eta.nee unselfishly to 
serve the school. They must not, of course, ever be 
thought of as the primary fi.mction, for the Hi-Y is not 
a group of activities but a point of view,· i.e., Christian;;, 
a method, i.e.:: srrall group, freedom of thought, volunteer 
leadership; and an idea, i.e., that the social environment 
of the high school boys is dependent upon their own effort a 
and that it is, therefore, up to them to create, maintain, 
and extehd, along somd educational methods, high standards 
of Christian character. n 
• Jordan in hi.s book on extr~classroom activi ties(l) 
declares himself opposed to Hi-Y and similar organizat1.ons for 
three reasons. 
a. Students misinterpret the motive of the Y.M.C.A\. 
b. The control of the club rest e out aide the acmol. 
c. In many schools the Y.M.C.A. does not command the 
highest respect of the school and does not recogniz:e 
any religious aspect, 
( l )Jordan; Extra-Classroom Activities in El.ementary and 
Secondary Scr£>ols. Published by Tbos. w. Crowell 
Pu bli s bing Company, New York City. · 
page·11. 
Chapter II. 
Statement of Problem and Methods. 
In order to permit a fair evaluation of the Hi-Y as an 
extra-curricular activity an attempt will be made to.set forth 
the principal features of its program by answering four 
questions. 
l. How ~idespread was the Hi-Y Movement in Kansas 
in 1927- '28 ? 
a. What were some of the things Hi-Y clubs did locally 
in 1927-' 28 ? 
3. what oamp and CX>nferenoe aoti vi ti es were being 
promoted among and by Hi-Y boys in 1926-27 ? 
4. What was the current opinion in Kansas regarding 
Hi-Y in 1926-27. ? 
The information used in answering the above questions 
was oollect ed personally from the following souroea :: 
The records of the State Y.M.C.A.· of Kansas at Topeka. 
The files of the Kansas Red Triangt_e, publ ish.ed monthly 
by the State Y.M.C.A. : · 
The files .of the Hi-Y stimulator, published bi-monthly 
by the Bi-Y Division· in Kansas. · 
. The files of the Camp Wood Eoomerang, issued by the 
1'.M. O.A. at Oanp Vfood at the close of eaoh carrp session. 
The files of The Brown Bulletin, a service to Y.M.C.A\. 
secretaries published by the National Cotnoil of the 
Y.M.C.A. at New York City. 
The correspondence files kept by B.V. Edworthy, state 
Hi-Y secretary in Kansas 1921-' 27. 
ithe attendance records kept at the office of ·the State 
superintendent of Public Instruction at Topeka. 
By correspondenoe and conferences with school admini st raters 1 Hi-Y sponsors, and boys. 
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Oorrespondenoe proved to be the most unsatisfaotory 
method of getting information~ 
Th• terms Hi-Y, High .,School Y .11.0 • .r'.., and Y.u.c • .1 .•. 
(when applied to high sohool .,rk)\ have been considered ·· 
identioaU activities. 
In making the activity ohart 1 page as, every effort was~ 
made to include all activities which should be credited to 
the various olubs. The regular monthly reports were· eompiled 
and then to this in several oases activities were added which 




Interpretation of Data 
How Widespread was the Hi-Y Movement 
in Kansas in 1927- 1 28? 
The following 119 cities had 152 clubs .. which had paid 
ll}emberehip dues to the State Y.M.C.A. for the year 1927- 1 28, 
(1) and had been subj actively rated as provisional, affiliated 
or advanced by the State Hi-Y Secretary. 
City Number of Clubs Total Membership 
Abilene 1 58 
Al ta·xront l 27 
Arkansas City 3 120 
Anthony 2 81 
Atchison 2 42 
Ant·dm 1 17 
Asliiand 1 38 
Augusta l gs 
Baldwin 1 29 
Belleville 1 ao 
Beloit l 32 
Barryton · 1 19 
Blue Rapids l 15 
Bonner Springs 1 17 
Bird City l 14 
Buhler 1 42:; 
Burlingame l 12 
Burr Oak 1 17 
Bu eh ton 1 8 
Caney l 38 
Cedarvale 1 32 
. Centr~lia l 28 
Chanute 2 89 
Chapman 1 15 
Cherokee 1 12 
Cherryvale 1 46 
Clay Center 1 76 
Columbus 1 35 
Concordia 1 40 
Cottonwood Falls l 30 
Covert 1 18 
Cuba 1 27 
Douglass 1 _33 
Ellsworth 1 27 
Emporia a_. 1aa~ 
Eureka 1 40 
(1). Compiled from the Hi-Y Stimulator, May 15, 1928. 







































































































































































City Number of Clubs Tot al Member ship. 
Perrf'.· l 32. 
lleabody 1 3'3 
Plevna l 18 
Pl ttsburg 3 162 
P:ratt 1 77 
P~resco tt 1 15 
Reece l 15 
Sabetha 1 84 
Salina 2 91 
Scott City 1 32 
Smith Cent er 1 32 
St afford 1 90 
Sterling 2 63 
St. Francis 1 18 
St. John 1 23 
Topeka 4 76 
Tyro 1 12 
Valley Falls 1 18' 
Vermillion l 5 
Wamego 1 24 
Waterville 1 16 
Wellington 2 119 
Wichita 7 385 
Winchester l 15 
Windom l 25 
Winfield 2 122 
Yat ea Cent er l 12 
Totals - 119 cities - 152 clubs 5321 members 
In addition to this list there were 69 clubs which 
had been given a rating of provisional and affiliated but had 
paid."no -state membership dues. Thie same report indicated 
the following ·funds had been received by the State Y.M.C.Al.. 
from the Hi-Y clubs. 
For Membership dtrEi:e - #1330.25 
For Foreign work - - - 369 .30 
For State Y.M.C.k\. - - - 820.76 
Total --=-1asao.31 
This does not include funds coll.leoted by the State 
Y .M. O.A. staff from business men in these cities. 
The di str ibut ion of the cities that paid rr.embership 
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In the survey of .detailed acti~tiee, 75 cities 
are included,. each of which had one or more Hi-Y clubs 
that had not only paid state dues but had also reported 
some df their activities to the State Y.M.C.A. Reports 
were requested monthly by the State Y.M.O.A. and it was 
customary for active clubs to report their work. At the 
close of the school year a banner was awarded to the club 
which was rated .best in the state. Fbllowing is a list 
.of the oi ties together with some school enrollment and club 
membership facts which reveal how active the va:rioue cl ube 
were in extending their membership. 
City Boys Membership ~eroent of 
Enrolled in of ~ya that are 
School(~) Hi-Y Club Hi-Y Members 
Senior· Rish School 
Iltamont -------- 197 27 13.7 
Anthony 108 56 51.8 
A eh land 90 38 42.33 
Augusta 145 55 38. 
Baldwin 60 29 48.3 
Beloit 156 32 20.5 Bird City 57 14 24.6 
Buhler 44 42 95.4 
Burlingame 74 12 16.2 
Burr Oak '47 17 36. 
Bushton 29 8 27.6 
Chanute :233 fB 24.9. 
Chapman 127 15 :.11.a 
Cherryvale 147 46 31. 3.l 
Concordia 205 40 19.5 
Covert 34 18 .53. 
Cuba· 31 27 87.l 
Ellsworth 97 27 a?. 8 
Eureka 106· 40 37.7 
Garfield 32 aa ·68.7 
Glasco 61 42 68.8 
Girard 113 sa 54.8 Goessel 32 39 121•9 
Haviland 57 24 42.l 
Bolton 83 53 63.8 
Hoi eington 112 a0 25. 
Hiawatha 126 ·51 40.5 
(1) Figures taken from records of the State 
Superintendent of Public Instruction, Topeka, Kansas. 
page 18. 
City 
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(Data gro~ed on following page.) 
Junior_ High Sc]'x)ol 
Arkansas 0ity 475 54 11.4 
Emporia 263 55 20.9 
Girard 66 52 78.8 
Hiawatha 62 41 66.l 
Hut cdid. neon 522 94 18.6 
Independence 281 13 4,6 
Manhattan 261 68 26. 
Newton 151_. 28 18.5 
Paola 156 43 27.5 
Topeka 734 14 1.9 
(l) See page 17. 
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The follow:ing is a distribution of the percentages of 
boys enrolled in schools that were members of Hi-Y clubs in 
the 68 Senior Hi-Y Clubs studied. 
Step F 
100-109.99 1 
90- 99.99 - l 
80- 83 .99 3 
70- 79.99 - l 
60- 69.99 - 6 
50- 59.99 5 
40- 49.99 - 12 
30- 39.99 - 13 
ao- as • es '" 13 
10- 19.99 ... 10 
0- 9 .99 - 3 
Total 68 
Data Grouped. 
Bange ... 96.3 
Median 36.16 
Q.'3 - so. Qil ... 23.08 
Mean - 33 .41 
•s~n. ... 22. 
In 75'fo of the 68 schools studied less than .50~ of the 
toys enrolled were members of Hi-Y clubs. 
In the oaae of· Go easel>.:: (page 17) with more ntembers of. 
the Hi-Y club than l:oys in school - 10~ of the boys were 
·::members of the club and in addition some faculity men and 
boys who had fomerly been in school. 
• Standard Deviation from mean. 
102 101 100 99 98 97 96 95 
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What were some of the things Hi-Y 
clubs did locally in 1927- 1 28 ? 
The activities v1hich the 68 Senior Hi-Y clubs and the 
10 Junior Hi-Y clubs reported are checked on the chart on 
page 25 • 
The State Y.M.c.·.A;~ expected every club to have Bible 
study and an inner circle group, and encouraged the 
o bservanoe of Fat her and son Week, Thrift Week 1 and Holy 
week. The Third General Assembly in the Interest of Y.M.C.A'". 
Work with p.oys, held at Association Camp, Colorado, June 1925, 
resolved to place primary emphasis on the furtherance of world 
b?otherhood during the three succeeding years. Thie resolution 
was communicated to the Hi-Y clubs. In general, the local club 
made its own list of activities, by the semester, so as to best 
meet. 1 ta needs in solving it a pro bl ems. 
The following statements about various activities were 
made after the activity chart, page .. as, was completed. The 
purpose of these statements is to make olaar what has been 
included , an9, in some cases the thought gat bared, under ~he 
various aoti vi ty headings. 
· .!11 ble Study constituted a part of every regular meeting 
in some clubs while in others a certain number of meetings 
per month are given w:t:olly to Bible study. In a few oases 
a part of the club's membership met for an evening of Bible 
study. The Manhood of the Master by ]'OSdiok (1) and 
Facing Student Problems by Curry (2) are typical of the 
courses pursued. 
{l) Published by Association Preas, New York City. 
(a) Published by Association Preas, Nevi York City. 
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Inner Circle was a small group., which met for a short 
inspirational and devotional session. These meet inge 
usually -were held outside of school hours and were about 
fifteen minutes in length. Obrist in High School Life by·· 
Claggett (1) and Five Minutes a Day by Gibson (2) are .... 
typical guides in. these meetings. on the activity chart 
the numbers in the inner circle column indicate the average 
number of mttetinga of the group per week. Members of these 
groups usually signed' Deus Vult' cards and were registered 
with the National Headquarters 9 f the Secondary School lx>ys' 
Christian Movement. The 1 Deus Vult' pledge was as follows:: 
8 1 pu~oae, according to my highest understanding; to 
follow Jesus as Ilrf Savior and Master. I realize that 
this involves doing God's will in my: life from this 
date in definite service for others whether I am in 
school, in college, or engaged in a business 1 
professional or other vooation. In order .to be of 
immediate helpfulness in this New Crusade of the Master, 
I purpo_se from this time to give _at least one hour a wetk 
in def )nite service to help make it easier for some boy 
in school or some other person in my oomnn.mity to be 
better, happier, or more aouve in extending the _Master• s 
Kingdom. n 
Helping Others involved the rendering cff some service, 
without the thought of any form of ranuneration, auoh as 
substituting at work for fellows who are ill, making 
available necessary funds to keep VJOrthy fellows in school, 
and financial aid for foreigll Y .M.O.A. work. 
Father .. Son week_. _It was of interest to note that in 
several oases Father and Son week ended with a Mother-Son 
Banquet. In most of these cases the G.-R. banqueted the Dada. 
(1) Published by Abingdon, Press. 
(2) Published by Association Press, New York City. 
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The Retre~t generally was an overnight carrping trip at 
the opening of scr~ol and was essentially a getting tog et her, 
taking inventory, and planning the year's work. ID larger 
cities where there were several clubs the retreat usu.ally 
ill:cluded only the officers of these clubs. 
Speakers for Prozrams,,, .Those clubs which planned their 
programs by the semester or year used fewer speakers. 
Frequently a speaker was used as an easy way of preparing a 
program. The result was that there was little reaction from 
the boys. Even when men were brought in to represent their 
vooati ens to the beys, their personalities had more influence 
than the information which they gave. 
The Vocational Guidance.program which a club undertook 
was usually pretty much dependent upon the sponsor. Its 
great est values were likely to have be~-n derived from the 
instillation of the service motive and encouragement to 
i\lrther training than in dafinitely linking the boy with 
the vocation in wbichhe would best serve. 
joy-Girl Relationships,,. as checked on the chart included 
a variety of associated topics such as the history of the 
human family, how to take care of a 1date*, and sex hygiene. 
The Meeting with the Girl Resery~ was an attempt to 
show a willingness to cooperate on joint enterprises. This 
might have taken .the form of a Thanksgiv:!ng servioe, Christmas: 
service, o~ a servies of pre-Easter meetjnge. 
World Brotherhood should have been gi 'Vien emphasi a once 
each month according to the suggestion of the State Office 
of the Y .u. a.A., unless there was evidence of a thoroughly 
fine attitude on the part f th b o e oys toward other races and 
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(world Brotherhood) , 
nationali ti ea. These meet :ings might have been a discussion 
of war, peace, or the Ku Klux· Klan. Traif~l talks by men who 
were open-minded while traveliilg were considered vaiuable • 
.Qhurch Attendance frequently· included sunday school · 
and church attendance contest:s with the ~!:.-R • 
.. .!fabi t-forming Drugs.~ It was worthy of note that only 
in a few oases d~d· the Hi-Y attenpt 1anti 1 campaigns. The 
Hi-Y was see king to be a po si ti ve force 1 S:11d the fight against 
tobacco might have been centered in a study of carefulness. 
!ncouragement of Athletics. seemed to be quite popular 
rut a doubtful function for a Hi-Y group when it was 
considered that banqueting football players and providing 
trophies for all-eohool athletic meets were of general 
school interest and not the int ere et of one particular club. 
Oamp Wood was the Hi-Y training camp opera1ted by the 
State Y.M.C.A. It was there that the fellows exohanged 
i'deas and received info:nnation about and inspiration for 
Hi-Y work. It was desirable that every officer of a club 





















































· Hiawatha x 
Iola x 
Jewell __ x 







































































Medicine L:> dgex 1 x 
Meriden 










































Stafford x l x x 
Topeka x 









































































x. Wellington x 1 x x 
Wichit'a ~'K 2 x x x x 
W'inchester x 2 - x 
Windom x 1 - - x x 
-~-winfI-e1a.· ---------x- -r--:.:.---·x--~-~ x .· x 
Yates Center x 5 x x 
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x x 13 
5 
x x 10 
2 
x 15 









- 8 x x 11 
x 11 
8 
~·: - c-x ~,-··..;.:··· ·-x •-7 -1·3-. -· ·-·~-~ 
x 7 
8 6 12 4 22 - 456 
f{o of cities 
using ac·tivrity-87 75 38 37 19 71 34 29 29 46 · . 15 19 24 12 22 18 6 15 12 9 18 ff 32 
Median No. of activities reported by cf.ties - 6 
Junior Hi-Y 
. Arkansas. City x l x 
Emporia x 1£· 
Girard x x x 
Hiawatha x ! x x 
Hutchinson x 2 x x 
Independence :x· 2 - x 
Manhattan x 1 x 
Newton ,, x x x 
Paola x~:. i x x 
Topeka x 2 x x x 
Cities 10 
Total Ci tieS 
































2 - 60 
6/o of o i ti es 
using activity -100 70 20 50 10 80 10 20 20 40 
0 20 10 0 40 20 0 10 50 0 10 0 20 
x = active 
= non-aoti ve C ta.rt. I 
Activities eng9.ged in by Senior 
and Jtmior Hi-Y clubs in 1937 - 1 2a. 
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FaCts revealed by the Activity Chart f I. 
More than 42% of the 68 Senior Hi-:Y' clubs studied 
engaged in less than 25% of the activities listed. 
Bo Hi-Y club studied engaged in 75i or more of the 
activities listed. 
Less than la,& of the 68 Senior Hi-Y clubs studied 
engaged in more than 50~ of the activities listed. 
50~ of the 10 Junior Hi-Y clubs studied engaged :in les·e· 
than_ 25~ of the activities listed. 
Only 20~ of the Junior Hi-Y clubs engaged in as many ae 
30~ of .the. activities listed. 
Onlt three activitiea 1(Bible study 1 inner circle and· 
bringing in. outside speakers for programs) or 13% were 
'engaged i~ •by more than so% of the Senior Hi-Y clubs studied. 
Thr,~~ .activitiea,(Study of lives of great men, 
. dfEfoua·afons on getting by vs. your best and boost vs. knock) 
were e~·~aged in by less than 10~ of the Senior Hi-Y clubs. 
These same three activities plus two ~there, (thrift and 
home relations) were not. discussed by any of the ten Junior 
Hi-Y dlubs studied. 
100% of the Junior Hi-Y clubs studied reported that 
they had Bible study. 
Dividing the total number of activities reported by 
the number,_of reporting clubs gives an average of 6.7 activities 
engaged in during the year by Senior Hi-Y clubs and 6 
aoti vi ties engaged .. in by Junior Hi-Y clubs included in thi a 
study'. 
This chart eh:>ws more· inaotivi ty than activity. 
])age 27. 
The following lists show some of the activities promoted 
by Hi-Y clubs which might contribute to the attainment of the 
aims of education. 
Health. . 
Physical life at Oanp W6od. 
r·Dlsoussion of habit-fonning drugs. 




Discussion of gambling and dishonesty. 
Discussion of good sportsmanship. 
Worthy Home :Membership. 
Di aoussion of home relationships. 
Father-Sbn week observance. 
Command of the fundamentals. 
Clean speeob. 
Vocational. Direct ion. 
Giving of vocational in format ion in the guidance program. 
:Discussions on get by vs. your beat. 
Right Use of Lei'aure. . 
Interests developed in athle·tio sports such as volley ball, 
tennis, rifiery and archery. 
Interests developed in nature study and crafts. 
So oial Effioi ency. 
'l' hri ft encouragement. 
Boy-Girl ·relationship discussions. 
Review o:f lives of great men. 
Discussions of boost vs. knock. 
Teaching cooperation through working on committees. 
World Ci ti zenshi.p. 
Promotion of friendly relations races and nations 
through the world brot ~rmod emphasi a. 
Projeots invol vjj_ng the helping of others tends to 
create a spirit of unselfishness. 
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What .oamp and conference activities were ... being 
promoted among and by Hi-Y boys in Kansas in 1986- 1 27? 
Camp Ao ti vi ti es -
1 T he orianized summer camp is the most important atep in 
.education. that America has given the world."Ex-Pres. Eliot.(l} 
The first Y.M.O.A. boys' camp held in Kansas t.vaa in 1912 
at Sodden•s Grove near Emporia.(2) During the t\\O summers that 
the oarrp was located there 150 boys attended. The ca~ was 
mo11ed in 1914 and remained for two years at Buffalo Mound near 
Maple: Hill. Stephen A. Wood, pioneer resident of Elmdale, set 
aside 40 acres on the bluffs of the Cottonwood river, to be used 
by Y.M. C.A. so lon'g as it was used as a boys• camp. The 1916 
camp was held on this new location. Since that time the Y.M.O.A\. 
had added approximately $35 ,OOO., in improvements to Camp Wood 1 so 
named for· its donor. The improvements included seventeen cabi1u,. 
director's quarter a, a lodge which housed a kitchen 1 dining hall, 
\ 
assembly room and store, a snop, and an artificial lake which 
covered six aorea. In addition to the state camp the Y .M. C.A. 
had establi s bed four anall district camps. 
The 1927 Camp Wood schedule is given to show the number of 
periods and the groups served. ( 1 )' 
First Hi-Y canp - May 21 - May 30 
Second Hi-Y Call!l - May 31 - June 9 
~hird Hi-Y Ca~ June 11 - June 20 
I{burt h Hi-Y Camp June 21 - June 30 
Junior Hi-Y Canp July a - July 11 
Fbur-square Camp July 13 - July 22 
Fbur-square Camp · July 23 - Aug. l 
Pioneer Training Calrq) .... Aug. l -:· ~ug. 10 
Pioneer Training Canp -~ Aug. 11 ~.·.~u1.ao 
Swedish Mission Carrp . .-"· Aug. 23 - :Aug. 27 
!bnployed Officers' Conference and 
Ri-Y Sponsors' Conference-S-ept. l .- Sept. 5 
. ',: 
( 1) Kansas Red Triang~e, Vol.5 No' •. 3' March 1927 
Published by the State Y.M.C.A. of Kansas 
(2) Topeka Daily Capital, June 20, 1926. 
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The Hi-Y camps are for Senior Hi-Y Club members. The 
smaller schools usually close earlier and boys from these 
clubs usually predominate in the first camp. 
The Junior Hi-Y camp is for members of Junior Bi-Y clubs. 
The FOUr-square camps are for groups sponsored by Lion's 
tUuibs, Kiwanis Clubs, Sunday Schools, and similar organizations. 
The Pioneer Ca~ s are for members of Pioneer Clubs, the 
Y .M .a.A. Branch for younger boys 10 - 12 years of age. 
The Swedish Mission Ca!l1> is a short period in whio h the 
entire program is controlled by the Swedish church for their 
young people. The Y.M.C.A. functions only in oper·ation. 
Carrp Wood - The Day's Events. 
The following daily program, in which every boy 
participates,, ~iv,es an impression of the busy life c harac ter:is tic 
o f t hi s canp. 
Qui et Unt i 1 
Reville -'t -
Set ting Up Exerci.se 
Morning Plunge •Nut Club11 -
Fir st Call for Break fa et 
Flag Raising -
Breakf aat ~ -
Bedding and Clot hes out to air 
Carr~ Coun oi 1- Mt.eating 






Out of--Water ·.· 
,-
Dinner - - - , - - -
Rest Period(Letter Writing,Study) -
Leaders' Meeting -
Bank and Store open 
.Baseball, Tennie, Riflery, Hikes, 
Game e, Coaching, Archery, Crafts-
Hikes of all Kinds - -
Afternoon Swim 














































P.1ay and Games 1 Hut Competition - 5 :oo First Call for Supper - - - . 5 :65 
Supper - - - 6:00 
Bank and Store Open ~ 6:30 
Group and Maas Games - 6 :30 
Camp Fire, Evening Programs - - 8:00 
Hut .Devotions by groups in cabins 9 :20 
Taps, All ~uiet - - 9 :;30 
Sunday. - - -
6 ::25' 




In the conference ·sessions at 10:00 the boys were divided 
into ten or twelve smaller groups - the division being._ made 
acoording to the expressed interests and needs of each boy or 
club and meeting under the leadership of the various Senior Hut 
Leaders (Yrincipally hi. gh school facul tymen.) A secretary was 
appointed in each group to record the findings of the group, 
later to be reported to the entire oamp in brief concise form. 
These interest groups were built around the following topics:: 
.. l. Members hip • 
2. Bible Study. 
3. Inner Circle. 
4. World Bro therhood. 
5 • .Regular Meetings and Programs. 
6. Regular Cabinet Meetings. 
7. Finances. 
a. Publicity. 
9. Special Projects. 
a. Father - Son Banquet. 
b. Mother - Son Banquet. 
o. Control of Habit-forming Dm.i~s. 
d. Church and Sunday School Caurpaigns. 
e. Find Yourself Canpaigns. 
f. v;ocational Gull.dance. 
g. ·~world Brotherhood Project a. 
h. Associa ti en Men. 
10. Building a Balanced B:rogram. 






Handcraft MaK1ng bows and arrows 









Flower Study and mounting specimens 
In.sect Study - Making collections of beetles and 
butt erf lies. 
Astronomy 
The Bo rnmerang - the Camp Wood paper. 
Special Mee tinge· 
~warding t·he Camp Wood emblems. 
The daily flag services 
Camp Wood pageant. 































Daily work period 
hseing of the Torch 
Boat races 
Field Meet 
Hand Ball . 
Volley ball 
Daily setting-up exercises 
Daily work. period 
Health Habits 
The "Nut clubn1 -t !lose who1 
plunge before breakfast. 
Instruction in life saving 
Cabin Bible study groups 
Cainp council meetings 
Lakeside sunrise service on Stm.day 
song services 
world brotherhood emphasis 
The "Say so" service 
Demonstrations of Hi-Y work and services 
Talks by men and boys of other races 
The annual Camp Wood memorial service 
Carr.p Wood reunion of former campers 
The CanJ> Wood Spitit 
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Camp Wood Attendance-
The following attendance figures do not include leaders 
and the .cantp: Staff. where approximate figures are given, the 















During 1927 there were 72 Kansas towns represented at 
Camp Wood. 
conference Activities -
The Y.M. C.A. promotes state, sectional, and district 
conferences for the Hi-Y. The all-state conferences occurred 
every second year, and, regardless of the distance traveled 
by delegates were becoming large and almost unwieldy. They 
had the advantages of making it posei ble for those attending 
to realize the magnitude of the movement· of which they were a 
part. Speakers of national reputation were brought to these 
meetings. There was always a general theme carried through 
these conferences such as :: 1·Vision in Action' , 'Playing the 
Game' , and 'Something More'. 
Sectional conferences, of whi. ch there were usually four 
and sb'metimes five were held on years when trere was no state 
conference. 'tilese conferences usually convened on Friday 
afternoon and closed Sunday morning. The attendance was from 
150 to 250 at each section. 
District conferences usually were called for an evening 
or ·tor a Saturday and usually were directed, as were the other 
Conferences by the State Hi-Y Sec~.ttary. They had th.e definite 
advantage of being aV'ailable to ~1y boys who could not attenti 
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the larger conferences. - The following l~st of district meeting·a 
during 1927-1 28 will convey a fair impression of their scope. 
Where held. Towns represented. Attendance. 
Independence 6 48 
Horton 4 26 
Shawnee Mission 5 29 
Lawrence 9 62 
Iola 9 56 
Cottonwood Falls 5 40 
Junction City 4 42 
Hutchinson a 38 
Kinsley 4 30 
Garden City 3 22 
Arkansas City 5 26 
Wichita a 22 
Harper 4 26 
·Blue Rapi de 2 14 
Totals - - .. - 70 475 
A compilation of facts gleaned from the reports of a 
major conference will give some idea of i ta scope and influence. 
The State Hi-Y Conference fue.ld at Manhattan, November 26-28 ,1926 
was the basis for the following facts. 
Attendance-
1218: boys and sponsors in attendance 
147 Clubs represented 
120 communities represented 
The following chart indicating the church denominations 
represented seems to show that the Hi-Y was practically universal 






28 United Brethren 
24 Lutheran 
·20 Epi acopal 
13 Catholic 
9 Evangeli cal 
9 Mennonite 




77 Delegates indi oat ed 1tahy 
had no church preference.· 
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Following the devotional period at the closing session 
of any larger conference, each boy and leader is given a card. 
It is then requested that they write any dee is ions they have 
made as a result of having attended the ccnference or any 
statement they wish to make concerning conference ·experiences 
which they think might be uaeiUl in planning better future 
conferences. At the State Hi-Y conference held a"tt Manhattan 
November 26-28, 1926 there were 646 signed decision cards 
returned. The substance of these cards has been roughly 
classified as follows:: 
Theme of decision. 
Fbr a better Christian life. 
First acceptance of Christ 
To 'Nin others - .... 
Full-time Christian callings -
To join church 
TO serve better -
To promote wcrld Brotherhood -
'Mi aoellaneous .. -
Total .. -










There were a few mere statements which involved no 
decision or hint of possible action. Also, there were some 
oases wheife it was evident that one fellow in a delegation 
had gotten an idea and others of the delegation had copied 
his statement. Del egat ea from the same town were seated in 
a group in an assigned section at all assemblies. 
Examples of each of the above groups of decisions follow. 
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For a better C hri et ian life. 
"I am a church member and I in tend to live up to the· 
ideals of that church more closely hereafter.• 
"l will try and live a better life from now on." 
"I have already decided to be a medical missionary in 
Korea where I was born. I here decide to keep as much more 
faithfully as poesi ble the. pledges I have made and to live- a 
better Christian life as much as I knovt it. I will try to do 
better my work on Chairman of the World Outlook Committee.• 
•1 have received many challenges from other boys of the 
conference. I will endeavor to live a better and more 
C briatian life hereafter." 
"I will attempt to make ·my character better by giving 
more attention to the details that I have been overlooking." 
"I accepted Christ a long while ago, but until. now I 
have not been leading the right kind of life. Now I have 
decided to live a better life in the future. 11 
"I am going to try to live a better life. I am going to 
develop my friendly attitude toward the boys of other races, 
I am going to try to do my best to live a better Christian life 
and be ever ready to help anyone w<ro is in need. "1 
"Member Methodist Episcopal Church. With God's help I 
am going from this· conference to put into acti:on Jesus' way 
of life to a greater extent than I have in the past. •1 
"Member Metmdist Church at Clearwater, Kansas. I want 
~9 go back and live a better life and let the folks see a 
change in my life. I want to be a help to my club and school. 11 
•1 feel that the beat thing that I can do is to stand 
firm for Christian ideals at any cost. I know that I, and 
otoor boys, have ideals that they do not have the courage to 
express. This conference has made it particularly evident to 
me that I have failed in this many times and I firmly resolve 
to'make a fool of myself for Jesus' sake' if ~eceaeary. n 
To Accept.Christ. 
. "I accept Christ as my Savior and to do my best to help 
others. I wi. eh to join the Methodi.st Church.• 
"I am not a membeT of the church but I have.received 
J eaus Chri et at. this meeting. 11 
ir· "I accept Chriet. Prefer Christian Church." 
"I accept Jesus."' 
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To \Vin others. 
fl1To carry on the Christian 1 ife, to lead others in 
Christian 1 ife and to help them becom.e good Christian citizens. 111 
"I am going back home and try to win more boys to 
Christ and get them to work in the Hi-Y and to make clean 
athletics so that the game may be played square. n 
"I had accepted Christ and am a member of the church. 
I resolve to help ot here and to try to bring ot rare to Christ.• 
"I shall take cbarge of a grade school Hi-Y club and do 
rriy beat to pass the torch to those boys." 
Full-time Christian callings. 
"F\111-ti me work with Hi-Y bo ya." 
"I have felt like I should take up the ministry but now 
I have fully decided.ft 
"Medi cal Missionary." 
"I intend to be a Hi-Y or Y .M. C.A. leader someday, 
either national or state. n 
"I believe that Je sue has called me to full-time Christ ial 
service, but as yet I am not sure what I should do. I want to 
rededicate my life to Jeau~ to do whatever he wants to do with 
me. n 
To join church. 
"I \vant to join the U.B. Church."' 
111! will join the Methodist Church." 
"I am going to join the Congregational Church.n 
"I am going to join the Christian Church. I am going to 
give part· of my tilme in Christian service to my fellowmen." 
"I have learned more about the race quest ion. I will 
join the First Pre_abyterian church. n 
To serve better. 
"T bis conference has shown me that t l:ere is much w:>rk 
that I can do and I am going to i:ry to fill my place." 
"To push the Hi-Y". 
•setter High Sooool and Hi-Y. "' 
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"'l. To apply Chri etiani ty to the little things of 11 fe. 
2. To do all within my power to extend the Christian 
cause. 3. To aeek those richer things of life which come 
t brough service only. • 
"I made a decision last nite to be a better devotional 
chairman in our club and to make a better man out of myself." 
•r will put forth all my effort to make the Hi-Y at 
home what it ought to be and to lay a firm foundation for 
:future Hi-Y work; and do my be-st in the best way I know to convince the Sponsor of the home club-that Hi-Y etandarda are 
the beet. "1 
8 '!. Jiave accepted Christ as my Savior and ·am intending to join the Ohristiatn Church which is my cr.oice. Am planning to 
study law. As a result of this conference, I have fully determined to do my best in school in the work of bettering :: \. 
conditions, also to do my best everywhere I may be.• 
"I think that this conference will be a turning point in mY life. A:lthough a member of the Lutheran Church and acting secretary at Sunday School, I readily see there are mapy ways 
in whi oh to help others besides my present aoti vi ti es, I will 
et rive to better myself and ot hers. " 
To promote World Brotherhood. 
"To cooperate with others wm have for their goal the advancement of the Christian cause. To be mae tolerant. To fight race prejudice •. • :!' 
•'· 
•[will try to get a better feeling between the colored and white fellows of my school. n · 
•iI am going to go home and do all that I . can to stop the arroking. I am also going to do .alll that I can to help 
the boys-understand the race problem. n 
"Before thi a conference, I did not feel that the people of other classes and races were as good as I was. I have resolved that I will treat them as an equal now." 
'Try to show the boys at lx>me the necessity of World 
Brotherhood~.• 
·Mi soellaneous 
•.I mean to go back to my ho me club and tell them something of the good I got from this conference.• 
•study to mrn. • 
. •I have decided that I ca~"·:~rove myse~t. more helpful to mankind in other ways than b~9om1ng a mini st er.• 
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"t have not professed Christ not because I do not believe in Him but because I do not believe in the church. 
I am go:ing to 1try to better myself and help <X:>mpanions but 
as to taking up some kind of Christiam work as a profession 
this I have not decided. My' mind seems mixed up. Imuat have 
ti me to think." 
"I. am not a member of a church but will try to belong 
to some church in the near future. 8 
"The only decision I have to make is to \'VOrk in Christian WJrk where ever I am, but not in full-tlm:e.• 
·"What has focused in my mind while here I cannot say here on paper or in words, but I am going to be a coach and 
am going to use what I got here right away and forever.• 
statements - No new decision. 
"I am not a QJtri etian but I do accept his principles. I am not a clurch member. My mission in life will be to impr<YVe the living conditions in my country by working with the 
electric systems." 
•Not a.i. member of church. Will be in a couple of years when of age. n 
0 Your conference this year was very good and I believe as near perfect as possible. I thoroughly enjoyed myself. n 
1 1. -tlhere is 6amp Wood? 2. What·-is Camp Wood? 3. How much does-it cost to. go to Camp Wood7w• 
81 belong to the Baptist Church.," 
"I am a member of the Church of God. Have been a member for seven years. Am interestea in church work.• 
"I have accepted God. I am a member of the Roman Cathol:ic Church. I find the Hi-Y is a fine organization, though your 
manner of worship i a aomewl:at different than mine. We all 
worship the same good God." 
Examples of decisions and statements made by leaders. 
"I have not been able to hold only six. of my fifteen 'Coye to a serious consideration of the program of the -
convention. They are all good boys but wanted to run around 
and go to the soowa, etc." 
"'I am determined to concentrate all efforts in making Hi-Y a means to an end rat her than en end." 
1 ! will try to develop a spirit of brother rood in the 
community from whi oh I came. " ' 
"I pray that God may help me to grow a better leader for 
Christian service, forgetting self and ser.yi~g others.• 
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•As a leader I resolve more fully to give more unself-
ishly of my time and energy to the improvement of boy life in 
my community." 
•I have resolved that :: 
1. I will put Hi-Y v.ork first in my activity program. a. That I 1Ari 11 not appear before a student group 
unprepared. 
3. T.hat I will not be guilty of deceiving or bluffing 
in matters pertaining to religion." 
"To make the aotivi t:iies of Hi-Y leas machani cal, more 
vital." 
"I feel as a coach there isn't a better opportunity to 
do genuine Chri etian service. Mcrre coneecrat ed service.~' 
9 To conduct a better Hi-Y club.• 
"May I be worthy of my _t-ask of leading boys.• 
"We are just organizing out first Bi-Y club at • 
This conference has meant to me and to my boys more thatt I Oiil 
t·ell. We are going back to put our whole selves into the work. 111 
6pinions Regarding Hi-Y • 
In January 1927 B. V.Edworthy, State Hi-Y Secretary, sent 
letters to various individuals in Kansas who had had some 
contact with Hi-Y ·work asking their opinion regarding Hi ... Y 
1A0rk. Excerpts from these letters are given to srow opinions 
re~arding Hi-Y. Where specific work of the Hi-Y has been 
referred to that part of the letter zyas .been used to portray 
opinion. 
These letters have been grouped according to the 
positions of the writers, as follows:: 
Administrators - High school superintendents and 
principals and one college dean. 
Leaders or Sponsors - Mainly high school instructors 
who have Hi-Y as an extracurricular 
aoti vity. 
Religious Workers - Y .M. C.A. Secretaries and ministers. 
Boys - Rural, urban, college, high school, and 
some w lo could not continue school 
and are at work• 
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Opinions from tbr ee races - Caucasian, Negro, and Indian, 




































"I wish that Hi-Y could touch more boys for I an 
convinced of t re good that comes from its program, 
in the lives of the boys." 
"I m'aintain the Hi-Y with it a central thought of 
Jesus Christ is having a big influence in the 1 bent' 
·Of boys.,• 
•The Hi-Y has a greater fnfluence in our high school 
than any time before in my experience in any school." 
"Swede was ·1n high school - he scarcely knew what for -
just drift'ing along, playing football, doing average 
school work when he might just as w·ell have been doing 
A work having a good time -· sometimes to the detriment 
of the school. Especially was this latter true last fall. 
Swede had gotten to the place where re seemed to be doing 
nothing but thin@s he shouldn't. I talked things over 
with the president of our Hi-Y Since then 
Swede has been working and his attitude toward school 
has co~pletely changed. I never have seen a fello \'f more 
anxious to do things. He isn 1 t quite as quick as some 
of the boys at seeing things that need to be done, but 
he is a splendid worker." 
"I am a little nearer God today because of the boys 
and the older people with whom I have come in contact 
in Hi-Y oork. They have all been an inspiration to me, 
and if· I had my choice, I a bould like to give the rest 
of my life in service to Him - working with boys." 
•Not a single boy has ever been received in the 
Nati anal Honor Society in thi a so rool who was not a 
Hi-Y boy.~ . 
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"The Y .M. C • .A:~. gave me a basis on which to plant my 
first real devotion to God. - - There is no more 
important work in the world than this with boys. The 
very heart of our future lies within the path which our 
boys take while they are of Hi-Y age. Above many other 
things Kansas is doing comes the clear duty of carrying 
on in the biggest possible way the Hi-Y program.• 
"One cannot come in cont act with men who have been at 
Oamp Wood but. what you recognize at once what a profound 
influence Camp Wood has had .upon their lives. Men who have not been at Camp Wood for years will·refer back to 
their summer there with great enthusiasm. - In dealing 
with college men for some years, I am very frank to say 
that I feel those woo have bad Hi-Y experience have a 
preparation for a better life in college and are better 
able to stand upon their feet eo9ially and religiously 
than students who have not had that experience; and we 
have come to look upon the ,,...former Hi-Y men for leadership 
not only in Christian associations but in otrer activities 
of the campus. The work of the Hi-Y in Kansas, in my 
judgem'ent, is beyond verbal estimation.• 
"I wculd like to say that in several cases in my 
experience there has been no apparent good· effect of the 
Hi-Y on the character of the member. BUt I believe that 
most of t:t.e boys have better c.taraaters as the result of 
the influence of the Hi-Y. - The teachers here often 
speak of the influence of the Hi-Y in developing leader-
ship and a work attitude on part of the boys. crhe 
superintendent attributes the decrease in profanity on 
the athletic field to the Hi-Y influence. 11 
"I will"try to tell you about one boy whom I remember 
as h~ving been very visably affected by his connection 
with the Hi-Y •. - - I am absolutely certain that had 
it· not been for the Hi-Y, instead of being a good clean 
Cfiristian boy' getting a college education, as he is 
today, he wculd probably have been an oil field worker 
of the rough neck type,~,~s a good many: of his former 
associates now are. There is nothing spectacular or 
sensational about this boy's case. It is conmonplace and 
every day and ·for that reason in my opinion is one of 
the best examples of what the Hi- Y means to a boy." 
. "I don't recall one Hi-Y boy who has gone from here 
to college since I have been here but wta.t has made good 
and 'stuck• ., but t .tere. are several ·non-Hi-Y boys who 
tried college and gave it up or were asked to come home, 
showing that t·he characteristics of a· college man 
originate in high ~.c bool." 
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"
1I have noticed a marked orange in the boys who have 
attended your Hi-Y camp during the summer. Tms change 
i a re fleeted from the group to ot h3rs with whom the 
group associate in school here during the sciool year. 
I lnve noticed better scholars hip among the boys. I 
have noticed that less of my tim~e (pract1 cally none now) 
is needed to trace down dirty w;-iting in the toilets, 
dirty notes and dirty talk. This kind of thing is becoming 
so unpopular because of the influence of that nucleus, 
the Hi-Y, that none of the boys are bold enough to try it. 
At their weekly meetings our own. Hi-Y ·takes up Bible study 
and other things that make for character building and 
d~acusa these things with a v:im. Tffiir interest cannot 
help giving t:tem something worth while that goes into 
their o !aracter. n 
"There i en' t any question but that the organization of 
the Hi-Y is the most dynamic influence among the boys in 
thi a so hool. It i e my opinion t tat more church memberships 
have come t hrol,.\gh the Bi-Y than, through all the other 
agenctea in the town as far as the high school boys are 
concerned. The substitution of a plan of clean-up 
and helpfulness on Hallowe'en instead of a plan of 
destruction of property and annoyance was instituted 
by and very largely executed ·by the Hi-Y. - Three 
years ago in a joint religious meeting of the G-R and 
the Hi-Y ,fifty one dee is ion cards for Christian life 
were turned in at the end of that meeting, T hi.s town 
has paid evangelists t\vo thousand. dollars for mU\Gh less 
permanent results.~ 
Sponsors -
nMeeting with the Hi-Y clubs week after week is one of 
the brightest spots in my worlt. I see lives changing for 
the bigger things and fellow after fellowrdeclared that 
he is always going to be in the front. ranks doing Christian 
work no matter what profession he enters. 11 
"Personally, I believe that t re Hi-Y is the most 
powerful, vital, aggressive influence we now n~ve with 
the high school boys, that makes for future vitally 
Obrist ian business and profess :1.onal men. n 
"Without boasting, I am proud oft :te fact that t bis 
last Christ mas brought me a large number of cards and 
letters from boys who have in years past been in the 
club, but are now scattered all over the country, and 
when t hey say 'IT HELPED M E1 , i an' t that :Q.il enough • 
. ~ p toto of ano t. her came on New Years and t hi a note, 
"1~o the teacher who taught me the Golden Rule. 1 I did 
not know t bat I had - but if I have helped him in any way, 
I do know that it has been t brough the club." 
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"I took eight boys to the recent conf erenoe at 
Manhattan. Two of the boys were poor in their at udi es 
mainly because of lack of aim. They re~urned from the 
conference vri th a more fixed purpo ae and t re re i a a 
decided inprovement in their attitude toward tmir 
school studies. If the Hi-Y had never done 
anything else t ban to give so high a purpose to 
Hightower Keal ing, it would have justified its 
existence many times. "(Hightower Kealing ia a Negro 
boy from Kansas City, Kansas who was sent as one of 
the delegates by the Hi-Y clubs of Kansas to the World 
Conference of the .Y .M. C.A. at Heleingfors, Finland.) n 
11[ still have a funny feeling up my sleeve that I 
want to get my feet again on camp Wood soil. It sure 
is strange how that force does pull us back to the spot 
where we dreamed of serving as best we could. I still 
have a hobby of pulling out the camp snapshots and 
trying to live again some of those experiences. Your 
consecrated work there has meant a world to many fellows, 
and it must be a joy to you to 'bhink of the hundreds of 
fellows wto pass by and out of your group of sixteen huts. 
Those fellows have learned, not only to believe, but · 
something of now to live.• 
"!Also,, as sponsor of -'Ghe colored Hi-Y of our city,, 
I would like to impress you with the fact that had it 
not been for. Can~ Wood and my asOC> ciation with Colored 
boys there and the o :ta.llenge of Mr. W.L. Hutcherson, 
wl:o has been a great inspiration to me, I would not have 
been working with Colored boys.• 
"It has opened up before me a world of boy life and 
what may be done in the direction of t :tat 1 ife. The 
only reason on earth why lx),,iys are not properly directed 
is because there are too few men to do the directing, 
and too little encouragement to those w·ho try on the 
part of Boards of Education, etc. - This work could 
not be organized nor carried on except for state direction. 
- Only those who have knotNn boys in other states can 
appreciate what Hi-Y means to the boys of Kansas. The 
outreach is incalculable. I would that I had the means 
or j,he power to give Hi-Y its proper place in every high 
school in Kansas," 
~As a Hi-Y Sponsor I see boys learning to face squarely 
life a ituat ions, developing personality through self-
expreasion, experiencing gaiuine spiritual growth, and 
assuming responsibility as the result of trust being 
placed in them.• 
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"'irnat Camp Wood did for me - Understand boys better -
A great help in teaching profession. I learned how much 
depends upon the fellows in relationship to the nation 
in the future - and how we as teachers can be of great 
help to them.• 
"As for myself I'm no longer in my plastic years but 
never-the-leas in my two soort periods at camp - the 
challenge is for me to do my best toward making more boys 
that will measure up to the Carcp Wood Character standard." 
"I firmly believe the Hi..;..Y develops true manhood in the members. Even the boys outside realize our atanQ.ards 
are high and some that would like to join in order to 
receive some of the benefits we have, do not make 
application as they are afraid they cannot live up to 
the non-smoking agreement." 
"There are a numberof the boys in our club this year that have been lead into a real devotional {personal life) as a resul.t of their connection with Hi-Y. Two years ago 
the members of our club were responsible for an 'All school · 
better scholarship campaign'' and we are reaping the reaul ta 
yet of the movement they started. Three boys have been led 
to definite decisions for Christ aa the result of Hi-Y 
and nine or ten haive united with the church afterbecoming 
Hi-Y members. - I feel that there i.s positively no 
Christian organization that i"s doing so much real. 
constructiYe work in the lives of boys aa Hi-Y is doing." 
.. "You can n:eaaure the effectiveness of a club py .the sincerity of its members and there is a group of sincere 
fellows in every high school in Kansas if you can just 
get them organized. I don't mean that everything about 
Hi-Y 1A0rk is easy sailing, nor do I think that every boy 
can be used as timber in a Hi-Y club - rut. you certainly 
are leading a group of fellows in Hi-Y clubs who 1 st and~ 
Tll~gh a thousand false bee1oons are shining'.• 
"Each time that I have attended Oa~ Wood or a Hi-Y 
con ferenoe I have been able to secure a great deal of 
personal good. Not only spiritual enthusiasm but many 
practical helps in our work with boys of high school 
age. .In general I would say that the results of the 
efforts of the past cannot .be measured. As the leadership 
in high school becomes better trained through the effort·e of our Christian organizations, still greater things will 
come to pass." 
"Better build boyhood than try to mend manhood. "1 
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Boys -
"From the day that I firs'b sat in a regular Hi-Y meeting, my life has been so different_. I was completely taken over into the work of furthering God's Kingdom in 
my community, and was enlisted in that great army of workers who now girdle the earth in ef:f ort to bring 
about Christ-like ideals. I have been given 
untold opportunities through the organization of the Hi-Y and in short, the Hi-Y has instilled in me such 
challenges for service and clean liv1.ng that to sway 
from its ideals would be not only the last t bing I would 1ihink of but in my opinion, impo as i bl e. • 
"The ''ork in this organization helped me in three ways. First, I gained a bigger and better conception of the 
Bible than I ever had before; second, I obtained that 
spirit of clean sportsmanship; third, I was assisted greatly in choosing my life work." 
"The friends that I made at old Carrp Wood in the two years that I was there h71.Ve helped me in many ways and the leaders I was privileged to meet and know have 
influenced me through my school days so far and ~ know 
they will continue to do so for many years to come." 
•one of the chief factors in the Christian gro,,vth of us fellows and the central source of any good that came from the Hi-Y club to the school was a voluntary prayer group. 11 
"I cannot tJ:Wthfully say t tat I made any big decisions as a result of my contact with the Hi-Y, but I am confideht that my contact with fellows who were in the Hi-Y has been good, and I am very sure that the leaders w'ho came to our school as result of the fact that we had a Hi-Y have had a very definite positive effect upon me. 11 
•some boys believed that it took courage to enter high school without the eighth grade after an absence of four years. But if they had had as many friendly and 
sympathizing words of encouragement for the first time from so many boys ·th~y would have felt like cowards if they did not attend school, and they vrould have been willing to face almost anything in order to associate with such 
f ellowa." 
"My father and mother were members of the church but I hardly knew what it was all about. They always took us children to Sunday School and Church. I joined the 
Hi-Y in my· sophomore year. During the Thanksgiving vacation there was a conference of the Hi-Y at Independence.· At this conference I received a new view of the church and of being a Christian and of God. I also 
pledged to join the church. " 1 
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nWhen I think of the kind friends I gained through the 
Hi-Y organization, I have a sense of Christian stability 
that means a grea~ deal to me.• 
•Recently, when almost swept. off my feet by the sudden-
ness and force o"f a oer ta in tempt at ion I was kept from 
yielding by the strength of discipline and habit built 
up by activity in the Hi-Y and Christian Endeavor. - -
At Camp Wood, as a high school boy, I first learned the 
necessity and worth of daily personal devotions." 
"I can truthfully say that Hi-Y has been the means by 
which I have caught the vision of the Living Christ and 
through my experiences at Camp Wood and the fellowship 
which I was privileged to enjoy there I was able to 
understand that hidden self and to realize that there 
~ s more in life than just living. The friendship which 
I have enjoyed with Hi-Y fellows and leaders and their 
interest in me has meant much in. my life.• 
•¥erhaps a school could exist without a Hi-Y club, but 
without one the general class of boys would be of a lower 
type rather than the high type of boy and manhood that 
exists where a Hi-Y functions. Camp Wood in my opinion 
is the climax of all W.-Y work. It was there that we both 
learned that there is more to the Christian life than 
merely going to church and Sunday School. New Frontiers 
of Youth, I believe was one of the themes of the first 
camp that I attended. This certainly was an expressive 
theme., for after attending that session at ca~ we really 
realized that there were new frontiers." . 
1 1 firmly believe t tat Camp Wood is a big. success if it 
does no rrore than bring the men of Kansas together. - -
The fellowship of. men of all races, religions, and walks 
of life is some t hin=g wonderful. • 
"Camp Wood has and always will be to me the greatest 
experience of my boyhood •.. Prior to my attendance at this 
camp my religious life had· resulted from the habit of 
attending church services.· Coming from Christian parents 
and 1 iv ing in a Christi an home tmder the best of 
influences, my-religion was easily acquired, but it-was 
not backed by any reasoning or deep convictions.- At camp 
I began to think things out for myself and to really see 
the true meaning of a strong oliaraot er for boys. The 
feeling of cooperation and devotion which seemed to 
permeate the atm:>sphere at Camp Wood and in a sense the 
Hi-Y club has;-resulted in the closest, personal, lasting, 
Christian friendships which one could hope to form." 
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"I hardly realized before that Christ meant so much to 
me until I began t.o doubt everything else. Then it was 
that I remembered Christ as I discovered Him~at Camp \food._ 
- - I have just· returned from :Uilwalllkee. I 1ve had theories.:; 
,· blasted, ideas destroyed. Dreams have awakened to facts. 
I thought at Milwaukee. I doubted as -I never doubted before 
- - b:ut whenever I look to Christ He is still there as 
I found Him at Old Camp Wood. I have added new di scoveriea 
about Him. I wish :to thank you _ _ for the biggest 
exclamation poi11 t in my life. Nearly everything el~e 
seems to be a big question mark.• 
nsefore becoming interested in Hi-Y wo·rk and thereby 
at tending Camp Wood and some Older Boys Conferences it was 
not wuite clear in my mind just what part Jesus Christ 
played in my game of 11 fe. Not until I had attended Camp 
Wood and associated with men and boys who had a conviction 
did I realize that my life and the life of Christ not at 
all ran in the same channel,. that they were as 'ttwo oro es~ 
roads. Tbbse meetings and that memorable Sunday morning 
service and that association with fine Christian men and 
boys just seemed to orange me completely. ·These two orosa-
roads seemed suddenly to turn .in the same direction.• 
•Principles that I had only a vague idea of were brought 
home to· me and I saw clearly because of Hi-Y and it a rork. 
I came in conaat with good leaders and boys and learned 
how to associate with them and because I saw what they 
could do by living up to Christ's word and principles I 
have been better able to do the same.• 
"The discussions at the meetings and conferences tended 
to give me a broader outlook on life because everyone 
expressed their ideas so that I learned of the ideas of 
otmers upon t :re gre,at problems of life di sou seed there • 
.- ~ The Hi-Y and i'tls companio~ agencies have influenced 
my life in ways that I can feel but cannot place or 
express. The influences were of the type that are 
realized but are really intangible when it comes to 
placing them. Thus they are of the type that are more 
deeply felt and ,exercise greater influence on the 1 iv es 
of tho e f ellowa wh':> come under their influence than 
some which are mox:e tangible." 
"'I came here from a di s'tan t state about two years ago. 
!hey l!nad no Hi-Y club nor any other club along Cbriatianit~ 
About two weeks after I had been here, a boy asked me to 
go to a Hi-Y meeting with him. This I did and have 
attended the meetings regularly ever since. I think 
Kansas .is doing a fine work. "'1 
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8'l' he Ca1rp Wood program tends to develop al 1 four sides 
.of a young fellow• s life, and to me the program is well 
carried ·out. Through the Bible study, instruc;tive chapels, 
and hut worship the religious side of my 1 ife received :." · 
its training at camp. Then through the athletic program 
of swimming, and games, and cont act with a fine type of 
athletes, came the physical development. From instructive 
chapels and listening to co;mpetent speakers, I received 
my mental training. wcrking together and playing together 
helps me to understand my fellow men better and encouraged 
me to give to them what service I could. Ora thing I do 
want to mention in regard to my experience at Camp Wood 
is that it was there that opportunities were offered to 
me to develop leadershw." 
"I can't analyze the effect of the Hi-Y on my ovn 
spiri tua.l training. It is impoasi ble for me to 
imagine a high school without it. F.OYS are still at the 
gang age. They want their own organization, their o~ 
plans •. The ohti-rch cannot reach them as the Y.M.C.A. 
Their program is adfil?_ted to the .high school age, not 
develo_p~_!or them, and for them exclusively. Too, the 
boy seems to want to get away from the church, to avoid 
its worshipful spirit, at least judging by myself. The 
same boy who will go to an Inner circle for prayer and a 
communion of worship can seldom be reached as effectively 
by an organization not ex cl usi vely devoted to his interests."' 
"I feel that words utterly fail to express the value of 
Hi•Y. It seems to me that my high school life would have 
been practically a vacuum without it. It seemed to suppJ.v 
the air which was necessary to a continued exi·stenoe. Thct 
may be . aome\vbat att rong but I do not think it is a bit too 
forceful to express my meaning. n 
"There has not been a better Christian group come onto 
the campus dUTing my four yeara here. Moat all of these 
men have back of them a Hi-Y record. A large percent of 
the Christian leaders in the upper classes have bad 
experience in .and have been Hi-Y leader a in thei:r: high 
school days. There is also a group w:to have entered as 
out sta.."1.ding men and are now floating along with the tide.· 
I am sure that the Hi-Y did more to tie me up withthe 
right t hinge of life while I was going through high school 
than any other one thing that I had opportunity to come 
in to c9n tact with. The time 13:Pend wi tha Clyde in canp and at cont~ erences was very valuable to me •. 
~; :-~\: ~ 
•Since coming to Kansas , four years ago, I feel I have 
lived a different life because it was here that I first 
came in contact with Hi-Y fellows. These fellows to me 
were the best fellows in,~c:·school because they t bought more 
of making other fellows ·happy than to make themselves 
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happy. But I am st~e that happiness oame as the result 
of thi a for I could easily single out the Hi-Y fellows 
by their generous actions and smiling countenances. I 
began seeking the acquain tenance of these particular 
fello'.11/S and soon found myself a slave to the desire of 
ever trying to make other a happy. This desire has. grovm. 
in my heart so that now as I look forward to my life 
work I l~ok to work in which I can make other peoplt,e happier. 
Religious Workers -
"I weigh well my words when I say I believe the moat 
constructive and far reaching piece of work, being done 
in the promotion of Ohristiatl good will is by the Hi-Y. 
This has been both interracial and interna ti on al in 
scope." 
"I enjoy so much being at conferences now much more than 
I did the first few. Even though you don't accomplish 
aa· much :a.a you feel that you should, the friend ships alon.e 
are wor-th: all the effort." · 
"Not only in our own scho~ol but in many others do I know 
that the faculty :i. Of the school have been helped in solving 
definite school problems through a group of Hi-Y boys. n 
"P-'ersonally I am 'sold1 on ·the conference proposition, 
and that after experienqes in conferences of various types. 
while conferences may seem to us to be of passing value, 
yet, I am sure, the impressions made are more lasting than 
we realize. whi-le you will agree with me doubtless that 
the smaller conferences are more valuable than the larger 
ones yet I am inclined to think periodi oally the state 
conference is a valuable aaaet, if for no ot h;)r reason 
because the encouragement given to the bq U3 as they see 
the large number over the state who are considering the 
more serious things of life." 
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Summary and Con cl u.sions. 
If the information revealed by this limited survey 
is typical of the whole situation in Kansas, then it would· 
seem that :: 
1. The Hi-Y is well rooted in Kansas with a somewhat 
·varied program which emphasizes the moral and spiritual 
virtues of life. 
-a. Considerable of the present program of the Hi-Y 
might well be relinquished to organi~ations such as home 
rooms. 
3. Since the Y.Jt.c.A. looks to tthe schools for adult 
leadership for the local clubs, the school administrators 
should choose and encourage men w.to hE\Ve had some special 
training for club leadership. 
4. Camp Wood, the Hi-Y training camp, is the center 
from which radiates the enthusiasm for the work being done 
by the Y .M. C.A. with boys in· Kansas. 
5. If the decisions made at conferences are adhered to, 
the conferences accomplish muo:h in getting fellows lined 
up with the best in life. 
6. It was mentioned more frequently in the letters 
of opinion that lasting inpresaions for good had been 
gained at the sunmer Hi-Y training:·~ camp. 
7. Hi-Y does make some conitri bu ti on toward the attainment 
of the card nal aims of education. 
B. In general, Hi-Y clubs did not engage in an extensive 
list of activities. 
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9. Usually Junior Hi-Y clubs are less active than 
Senior Hi-YJ clubs. 
10. The Junior Hi-Y clubs engage in and emphasize the 
same activities as Senior Hi-Y clubs. This would indicate 
that Junior Hi-Y has not been developed especially for this 
age group but has been handed down from the Senior Hi-Y. 
11. The value of Hi-Y work has not been measured with 
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